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Goal: John 
lives at new 

location

John wants to move, which steps are needed?

?
Public Services
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How about user experience for public services?

So far public services are thought individually from an administration 
point of view, but for John ...

… it is a coherent journey, different steps he has to do in order to reach his 
goal.

… a lot of things are unknown at the beginning.

… there are only some steps are relevant, not all.

… steps are repetitive as he has to provide the same evidence again and 
again.



What exists so far and what are the problems?

How do we solve the problem in the FAST project?

What are steps?

The costs of getting evidence and reaching a goal

Future challenges



What we use today
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Core Criterion and 
Core Evidence 

Vocabulary

Core Public 
Organisation 
Vocabulary

Core Person 
Vocabulary

Dublin Core DCMI 
Type VocabularyW3C Vocabularies

OSLO-Persoon OSLO-Organisatie

Core Public Service 
Vocabulary

OSLO-Dienst

IS
A
²

O
SL

O
²

ISA²
Interoperability solutions for 
public administrations, 
businesses and citizens

Other OSLO 
extensions ...

C
om

m
on
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an
da
rd
s

OSLO²
Open Standards for Linked 
Organizations developed in Flanders, 
Belgium
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Goal: John 
lives at new 

location

How are Public Service descriptions used?

Public 
Service A

description

Criterion Evidence

Public Services in CPSV-AP

For practitioners: What are concrete reusable criteria and evidence?
We perceive that a lot of content is present only in the human-readable description, including steps to perform

Opening 
Hours

Contact 
Info



What exists so far and what are the problems?

How do we solve the problem in the FAST project?

What are steps?

The costs of getting evidence and reaching a goal

Future challenges



For this multifaceted Problem we have an interdisciplinary consortium
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The FAST project in a nutshell
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Different User Interfaces

User

Personal Data Pod

Reasoning

Semantic step description

Websites, 
documents,

forms

Has 
Information

Personalization

Optimization

User A/B 
testing

UX 
Feedback

Natural Language 
Processing

Provide National Number

Request Waste Collection

Provide First Name

Cost X

Cost Y

Cost Z



What exists so far and what are the problems?

How do we solve the problem in the FAST project?

What are steps?

The costs of getting evidence and reaching a goal

Future challenges



Current user experience
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X
X

This form is used to request waste disposal in one of the 
Flemish municipalities, i.e. how many of different 
recycling and waste containers

The whole form could be seen as step “Request Waste 
Disposal”

It is divided into sub-steps for which John has to provide 
Information (red)
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Goal: John 
lives at new 

location

Now we can provide John with steps

Request Waste 
Collection

Request parking 
lot for moving

Request child 
day-care subsidy
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Goal: John 
lives at new 

location

Only having steps is not enough for an improved customer journey!

Provide info

Provide info

Provide info

Request Waste 
Collection

Request parking 
lot for moving

Request child 
day-care subsidy

Some steps are irrelevant for John and he has to provide 
possibly the same information again and again



Possible steps

Choosing the optimal steps for John
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:me

“John”

“Doe”
Waste 

collection
preferences

family 
Status

National 
number

hasLastName

Has
First
name

Has national 
number

Has family 
status

Has Waste 
disposal 
preferences

Personal Data Pod 
(e.g. MijnBurgerprofiel)

National number
Consent information

Goal stateStart state
Provide Name Provide waste collection preferences

Provide bio waste info Provide container lock info

Cost X

Cost Y

Provide Name Cost X

Cost Y

Provide bio waste info



What exists so far and what are the problems?

How do we solve the problem in the FAST project?

What are steps?

The costs of getting evidence and reaching a goal

Future challenges
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Goal: John 
lives at new 

location

Dynamically adjust the costs of steps

Provide National 
Number

Request Waste 
Collection

Provide First 
Name

Feedback

Dynamically adjusting the cost of how difficult it is to obtain an evidence will 
1) identify problematic evidences or steps in the public service and 
2) propose workflows that possibly work around those.



What exists so far and what are the problems?

How do we solve the problem in the FAST project?

What are steps?

The costs of getting evidence and reaching a goal

Future challenges



Privacy constraints, consent, goal descriptions
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:me

“John”

“Doe”
Waste 

collection
preferences

family 
Status

National 
number

hasLastName

Has
First
name

Has national 
number

Has family 
status

Has Waste 
disposal 
preferences

Personal Data Pod 
(e.g. MijnBurgerprofiel)

National number
Consent information

Possible steps

Goal stateStart state

Using shapes 

… to describe constraints

… to describe states



Data shapes are handy
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:me

“John”

“Doe”
Waste 

collection
preferences

family 
Status

National 
number

hasLastName

Has
First
name

Has national 
number

Has family 
status

Has Waste 
disposal 
preferences

National number
Consent information

Shapes define the structure of data (not to be confused with vocabularies/ontologies)

Shapes can be used to express privacy constraints or to describe states

Shapes can be used to describe valid requirement responses to criteria in a fine-grained way

Concretely:
In 2017 W3C recommended the Shape Constraint Language (SHACL)

There also exist the ShEx specification which follows a schema-based approach to express shapes on data



Questions and Answers
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